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At mid afternoon on the Saturday we arrived to be greeted by
John and Glenice, Bronwyn and Jonathon with Angus, Moggie,
Keri and Daryl, Marg and Grant, Vince and Sue, Kathryn, Dave,
Charlie and Lilly.

Spend the afternoon sitting around, drinking and
eating and catching up on, amongst other things,
Daryl and Keri’s trip details.
John and Glenice had other obligations and had to
leave before tea.
Some of us had to have a wee lie down before our
shared BBQ tea, which again was enjoyed at the
lovely facilities that they have at Cable Bay Holiday Park.
Soon after, the tea and coffee cups came out
and so time for the Christmas cake, which went
down a treat.
In no time at all most of the fairly large cake
just about disappeared.

Keri had kindly organized a fire permit, so as
soon as sun went down, we made our way to the
beach, weapened with an assortment of drinks,
food and seating. Dennis and Jenny joined us for
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Christmas Camp continued...
the evening, lovely to see them again.
Thanks Jenny for helping get the wood
down on to the beach ;o)
Between Daryl and Grant we soon had a
roaring fire, and as well as our group, other ‘camp’ families came to enjoy the marsh
-mellows and the company.
A lovely evening, very relaxed.

Sunday arrived in its full summer glory.
Some more chat over coffee and breakfast,
what a glorious morning.

Gina and Paul came over in Herbie, which

they
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Here is a reflection from my Uncle Jack regarding his interest and involvement in engineering which encompasses his time in the VW dealership
with Sheridan Owen Motors Gisborne where he gives an interesting snap
shot into the early days of the VW dealership. ------------Enjoy.
Brian Mogford.

An article from Moggy’s uncle Jack
Just where a lifetime interest in motors and machinery came from, remains a mystery to this day. My father had no
mechanical knowledge at all, but it came naturally to me, and from a very early age, I had to know how something
worked, particularly mechanical things.
By the age of 10 I was making carts, often using ball roller bearings for wheels. The bearings were scrounged from
anywhere we could get them usually motor garages. My schooling was almost not existent, and I spent more time in
and around garages as they were called them and would while away time, watching what the mechanics were doing.
This would be about 1952 or so, and the cares were very basic indeed, but as I became friendly with the mechanics,
they would take the trouble to explain things to me. And my appetite for knowledge was almost insatiable. It was a
different time then, and I doubt a youngster wold be welcome in today’s world of health and safety etc.
By the age of 12 I was an unofficial helper, and was always keen to do even the dirtiest of jobs. Scrubbing the dirty
parts and then getting them very clean, using soapy water for a final rinse. But as I became keener, I was given all
sorts of interesting work to do.
In those days, before unleaded fuel, the motors used to get a decarbonisation and a value grind as well valve and valve
seat materials were very basic, and didn’t give extended mileage at all. The decarbonisation was done with wire brushes, mostly by hand, although we did have a very primitive electric drill. Then came the fun part.
After the mechanic had ground the valve face, and re-cut the seats, I would be allowed to lap the valves in, using various grades of value grinding paste, mixed with a little oil. And then of course using bearing blue to mark the seat area.
The art of cutting both the valve, and seat angles, was always left to the most experienced tradesman. And getting it
right was a real art.
Many of these motors were side valve, although a few overhead valve ones were coming into service. We did all the
maintenance on a 1940 Ford Lincoln sedan, with a V12 engine. This car was a Left Hand drive and had come from the
U.S. military fleet, in the Pacific Islands. Sitting on the opposite mudguard with a very long stick and lapping all 24
valves was a major job.
But I can still recall how silky smooth the motor ran. And I got to ride in the passenger seat on the road test. Over the
next 6 or 8 years, I worked in a variety of motor garages, and without any formal training. I was able to do most of the
work single handed. In today’s world of course it would seem an unlikely career path.
Perhaps I should also mention that in those very early years in Invercargill, I became friendly with the legendary Burt
Munro, and he helped me to modify the motorbikes I was then riding to go even faster. His expertise and knowledge,
which bordered on irrational, I soaked up like a dry sponge.
But it’s time for Volkswagen’s. In my late teens, I was living in Gisborne, and washing and lubricating cars for the then
Vauxhall dealer. But I was approached by Micheal Sheridan senior, who offered me a similar job in the brand new
Volkswagen dealership that was about to be opened, in a completely new building, that had been custom made.
I started there, in the lube-bay at first, but within a short time I was also dong small servicing jobs as well. I didn’t find
the shift to an air-cooled motor daunting at all, as it was just a bigger motorcycle. It wasn’t a big dealership or workshop, and it was the first VW dealership on the East Coast, although the Sheridan’s had been I motor dealerships for a
long time.
There were four mechanics, the bosses’ son who was a first year apprentice, but he spent most of his day surfing. The
senior mechanic had spent some nine months in Germany training there, mainly on engine and transmissions. And the
other three had done 3 months training in Auckland with Five Star motors, who were then the NZ master dealer. And
myself of course.
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Uncle Jack … continued
As well as a full set of VW manuals, we also had a complete set of factory tools. These were essential for the transmission work. For reasons that I never understood the senior mechanic very soon elevated me to the position of
his understudy. So as well as the scheduled service work, the bulk of my time was on engine and transmission
work.
We had a separate ‘clean’ engine bay, with elevated stands to work beside, and it really was a great work environment. This was about 1960, and the dealership was selling a vehicle every day, and often more. So we had lots of
work to do. And there were some older modules being brought in as well.
About that time the motors were all subject to early failures, of the exhaust valve seats, which if left unattended
would cause the valve to burn soon afterwards. The service advice we were getting, laid the blame on the cylinder
head design, and soon after a modified head became available. Much of this work was done under warranty. And we
did some serious overtime to build up a stock of exchange heads.
Then, we could, and did do the cylinder head change, while the customer waited. AS most of the readers will know,
you can have an engine out in just a few minutes, and in a competitive environment, and using a few custom made
tools, we had it down to a very few minutes.
In the few years that I worked there, the valve problems persisted, but not at the same rate as before. From my own
experience in road racing aircooled motorcycles, I had formed by own opinion of the problem. I believed then, and
still do, that the cylinder header design, and the cooling fan inadequacy, led to very high cylinder head temperatures.
Particularly close to the exhaust valve area.
I wasn’t about to redesign the motor for Volkswagen, but still believe that the fan cooling system left a lot to be desired.
Perhaps the average ambient temperature in Germany was below that of New Zealand. My other long-held belief was
that the VW crankcase capacity was nowhere enough either. And I have no doubt that that also didn’t help the overheating problem.
And as many of you will know, these problems were exaggerated in the kombis. Those early motors just worked far
too hard. I would love to see a VW engine modified with an oversize oil pump, and using a dry sump with say 8 litres
capacity and a decent cooler as well.
The purists may cringe a little, but to my mechanical mind that would be the answer. As a bonus, working at SheridanOwen Motors, we were picking up all the new cars in Auckland, and then driving them back to Gisborne on the Sunday.
As a rule the bosses’ son had first pick of what he wanted to drive back, and I came in pretty low on the pecking order.
So there were plenty of trips in kombi’s for me.
However on one particular weekend, the bosses’ son was not there, and for some reason I was on my own at Five Star
Motors. And would you believe it, Gisborne’s very first Porsche was there to be delivered. With a bit of bravado, and a
few un-truths, I was well gone in the Porsche before the rest of the team arrived! But there was more than a little inquisition on the Monday morning.
But I can now tell you that I did the trip in that great car, in the same time as I could do it in a very fast modified motorcycle! Enough said. I must say that my time as an untrained, self-taught mechanic on the Volkswagens was a lot of
fun, and it enabled me to go on to a career on aircraft engines in the R.N.Z.A.F.
My basic engine training there was on air-cooled piston engines, and my understanding of the importance of cylinder
head temperatures went to another level as well.

Up and coming events Mark your calendar.

Thursday 17th January
Fish n Chips or Mexican at the
Golden Bear

PO Box 1039
Nelson 7040
New Zealand

Email: admin@clubvdub.co.nz
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A repeat of last year’s very successful event, Fish
& Chips in Mapua. Only this time we are going to
the Golden Bear, where you can buy refreshments
and choose either to dine on their Mexican meals
or get the lovely Fish & Chips from the nearby
takeaway that can also be eaten at the Golden Bear.
Run Organiser: Vince Fox

http://www.clubvd
T h eub.co.nz
Enthusiasts
Volkswagen Club

February 99-10th (date to be
confirmed)
Das Alpentour

February 1515-16th
Nelson Car Show
Held at Tahuna Motorcamp over
2 days. A great chance to lift
our club profile, show of our
vehicles and maybe get a few
new members to our club.

The 10th anniversary of Das Alpentour, held at
Hanmer Springs Alpine Village. Camping
at Alpine Adventure Holiday Park, 200 Jacks Pass
Road, Hanmer Springs, ph: 03 315 7112 or
email: info@hanmerspringsaccommodation.co.nz
Our club will be supplying breakfast on Sunday
morning.
Run Organisers: Keri King & Ineke Manshande

Run Organiser: John Manshande

